Abstract

We discuss a gyrocon computer model in which the electron beam is followed from the gun output to the collector region. The initial beam may be selected either as a uniform circular beam or may be taken from the output of an electron gun simulated by the program of William Herrmannsfeldt. The fully relativistic equations of motion are then integrated numerically to follow the beam successively through a drift tunnel, a cylindrical rf beam deflection cavity, a combination drift space and magnetic bender region, and an output rf cavity. The parameters for each region are variable input data from a control file. The program calculates power losses in the cavity wall, power required by beam loading, power transferred from the beam to the output cavity fields, and electronic and overall efficiency. Space-charge effects are approximated if selected. Graphical displays of beam motions are produced. We discuss the Los Scientific Laboratory (LASL) prototype design as an example of code usage. The design shows a gyrocon of about two-thirds megawatt output at 450 MHz with up to 80% overall efficiency.

Introduction

The gyrocon is a deflection-modulated rf amplifier (Fig. 1) for the VHF to microwave range with potentially very high efficiencies at very high powers for cw or pulsed operation. A solid electron beam from a klystron-like electron gun is deflected by a rotating rf field. The beam forms a solid helix but individual electron motion is almost purely radial and vertical, i.e., not rotary. The deflection is increased by a static magnetic field (the bender) until the beam is moving roughly perpendicular to the original axis. The beam crosses the slotted, annular output cavity approximately normal to the flow of a traveling rf wave around the cavity. The beam crossing zone keeps pace with the wave. The beam electrons transfer their energy to the rf fields and parameters may be adjusted to virtually stop the electrons. Thus, high dc-to-rf conversion efficiencies are possible.

This basic concept, without the bender, was patented by McRae,1 in 1966, as a frequency multiplier. Kaufman and Ottman,2 in 1955, built a frequency multiplier that generated 0.4 W of power at 34 GHz with a 65-W drive power at 8.5 GHz. Their device had a linear output cavity, a length of shorted rectangular guide. Their paper contains several references to unpublished work on similar devices in the 1950's. In 1958, P. B. Wilson,3 at Stanford University, theoretically investigated a large family of deflection-modulated devices, including the gyrocon, but no devices were built.

More recently G. I. Budker,4,5 at the Institute for Nuclear Research in Novosibirsk, studied these concepts and constructed a 430-MHz pulsed gyrocon and a 181-MHz cw gyrocon. In this cw model, the 1-MW beam was made relativistic at 250 kW, the bender solenoid was added to increase the beam deflection, magnetic beam focusing was included at the output cavity through additional coils, and the beam was injected into the output cavity at a predetermined deviation from normal incidence to increase energy extraction.

This deviation is produced and controlled by the bender and focusing fields that introduce some electron angular motion about the central gyrocon axis. Measured overall efficiencies up to 75% are claimed.

Mathematical Model

Solution Method and Assumptions

The gyrocon computer code numerically integrates the relativistic equations of motion with the external electromagnetic fields given by analytic expressions for the deflection and output cavities. Static fields caused by current loops in the solenoid or the focus coils are also included in all regions. Self fields caused by beam space charge are also approximately included in all regions. The electron gun is handled separately by an electron gun program.6

No aperture or fringing field effects are included in the field expressions for the gyrocon code. Image-charge effects are ignored in calculating space-charge fields. Only one charge disk of electrons is actually followed by the simulation. The beam is assumed to be homogeneous so that neighboring disks behave in essentially similar fashion except for differences in time, angle, etc. This method allows a full beam to be approximately constructed from the behavior of one disk. Finally, the self fields used in space-charge calculations are derived using Coulomb's Law and Ampere's Law for the self fields of...
RF Deflection Cavity

The basic deflection modulation of the gyrocon beam occurs in a cylindrical rf cavity located below the electron gun (Fig. 1). The deflection cavity is driven at the fundamental device frequency. The computer code can simulate the incoming beam either by constructing a homogenous ideal beam of given size, current, and voltage or by accepting the beam predicted by Herrmannsfeldt's electron optics program. The deflection is accomplished by driving the cavity in the TM_{110} mode at two points 90° out of phase, thus producing a rotating rf field. In the cavity center, the mode appears approximately as a constant magnitude, transverse magnetic field rotating at the drive frequency. This field causes the desired rotating deflection by bending the beam around the magnetic field lines. The drive power required is that consumed by the cavity walls plus beam loading power, the latter calculated from the change in the beam energy as it traverses the cavity. Beam loading occurs because the electric field in the TM_{110} mode is not exactly zero over the entire beam.

Focus Coils

To retard beam expansion in the output cavity, Budker included solenoidal magnetic beam benders (Fig. 1). Its fields are produced by horizontal current loops centered around the gyrocon axis. These fields cause the electrons to bend at increasing angles toward the output cavity. The bender fields and the focus coil fields introduce some electron motion about the gyrocon axis. This motion causes the beam to enter the output cavity at some deviation from a purely radial direction. The angle of deviation is advantageous in Budker's design, as noted earlier.

The code uses the expression for the current loop fields to simulate these fields and includes their presence in all regions the beam traverses.

Beam and Disk Dynamics

The output cavity field is simulated as a traveling rf wave in the TM_{110} mode. This technique considers the cavity to be a shorted coaxial waveguide with the wave circulating around the central axis. The beam radially traverses the cavity. Both the beam and the traveling wave rotate at the same velocity. The cavity's electric field opposes the electron motion and thus extracts energy as it slows the electrons. The code calculates the rf output power, which is the power lost by the beam minus the power lost in the cavity walls. Output phase is adjustable and must be set for maximum beam energy extraction. After leaving the cavity, the beam drifts until all disk positions have emerged. An extended drift region may simulate a collector.

LASL Prototype Gyrocon

The LASL prototype gyrocon has a 450-MHz frequency. The electron optics program predicts a 9-A electron beam at 86 kV with good qualities for transport through the 450-MHz deflection cavity. The beam then passes through the bender drift space, between the focus coils, through the 450-MHz output cavity, and into the collector (Figs. 2 and 3). The magnetic fields from the bender and focus coils can be seen in the contours of Fig. 2. The deflection cavity is 8-cm long with a 40.6-cm radius. The output cavity extends radially from 16 cm to 23 cm and has an end-to-end height of 39.8 cm. The slot in the output cavity is 8.7-cm wide. A second set of focus coils positioned astride the collector region provides beam control in the collector. For optimum performance the polarities of the two sets of focus coils are reversed.

Space-Charge Fields

To calculate space-charge effects the beam helix is simulated by a bundle of charged rods lying along the actual helix. Each rod moves approximately with the average velocity of the charge disk. The helical beam motion reduces the linear charge density and decreases the space charge. The motion also compresses the rods into a more compact bundle and this compression increases the space-charge fields. Using Coulomb's Law, each rod is assigned an electric field and a magnetic field. The fields from all the rods are superposed to yield the approximate space-charge fields. The charge densities vary inversely with the disk component velocities because the charge density increases as the beam slows down. This increase is offset partially by the increased helical beam motion. The entire method keeps the space-charge calculations relatively simple.
Table I summarizes current computer predictions of 450-MHz gyrocon performance over a wide range of operating conditions. Note that the higher beam powers produce higher overall efficiencies. The gyrocon is optimally a high-power device. For a given beam power, there is a beam voltage that gives a maximum efficiency, while for higher voltages the cavity wall losses decrease the efficiency. There is an optimum perveance of approximately 0.1 micropervs, and for a given perveance, most computer runs indicate that overall efficiency increases monotonically with beam voltage. The overall efficiency and rf gain cannot be maximized simultaneously.

Conclusions

A gyrocon computer model using simplified space-charge calculations describes gyrocon operation. The calculations indicate that high-power, high-efficiency gyrocons can operate in the 450-MHz region, and that efficiency increases with beam power. Computations for the LASL prototype indicate an 86% dc-to-rf conversion efficiency for a 9-A, 86-kV electron beam.
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